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It looks like a great summer, but as always it’s going by us too fast. Evidently fish 
are being caught and there’s lots of water skiing, tubing and wave running along with 
kayaking and pontoon use. 

There is evidence that our lake water is getting cleaner as the secchi disk readings 
are on the rise, running from 5 ½ to 7. This is a 20% increase in clarity on the main 
lake.  We also have an informative article about the Big Sandy Lake Area Water Qual-
ity from John Pilney, as well as a Watercraft Inspection Summary supplied by Mark 
Anderson.

See our Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) 2010 update report furnished by the DNR in 
this newsletter, which  describes the two invasives currently found in Big Sandy Lake.  
To read more information on the additional AIS not found in Big Sandy at this time, 
but which are in other Minnesota lakes, check out our website at www.bslassociation.
org.

Only we can keep the bad critters and plants down and out. These species are non-
native and are being introduced into our waters by humans, hopefully by accident. 
The best way to help prevent the spread of AIS is to be alert and aware. Don’t give 
invasive species a ride to our lake either on your boat or trailer or in a bait bucket. 
AIS can cause human health concerns including disease and/or making beaches unsafe 
with sharp shells and tangling milfoil. Invasive species are spreading throughout our 
state. Management of our lakes and rivers that are already infested is very expensive 
and difficult to clean up. Lets all keep our lakes clean.

We plan having an update from the DNR re: slot limit study. Check out the article 
by Rick Bruesewitz regarding stocking vs. slot limits in this newsletter.  Hopefully we 
can start this next year so we can get a decent fish catch again on Big Sandy. It is 
distressing for one to hear of the over fishing and small undersize fish that are kept 
by fisherman. Are we that greedy?

Wild Rice Days will be soon upon us. Visit your BSLA booth on September 4th in 
downtown McGregor. We will have some great new items of clothing and souvenir 
items for gifts, home and cabin.

I want to thank Bruce and Virginia Johnson for taking on this project. Jim and Ann 
Carlson did a wonderful job in this capacity for many years. Thanks to you, Ann and 
Jim. I also would like to compliment and thank Bruce Johnson for our new newsletter 
format. I hope all are enjoying this piece of information and being kept up to date on 
your lake issues. We appreciate the helpful crew who work to assemble your newslet-
ter and get it into the mail. Many hours are spent in this endeavor.

The annual clean-up of Hwy 14 is scheduled for October 4th and there will also be 
another Shamrock Township Fall Clean-Up Day when you can easily dispose of un-
wanted items from around your home or lake home.  More information will be on the 
BSLA website when the date for this event is set.

Another date to remember is the Big Sandy Lake Foundation Fundraiser, which is 
set for Saturday, August 21st from 2:00-4:30 PM at Leslie and Dave Metzen’s home on 
Indian Mound Point.  Call Jim or Ann Carlson at 218-426-4256 for more information.

Meanwhile, let us continue to have a fun and safe summer, enjoying our lakes and 
woods.
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In response to questions fielded at our recent Annual Meeting, following 
is additional information about Chinese & Banded Mystery Snails.  You may 
have noticed these--or higher concentrations of them recently-- in our lake, 
and we wanted to provide you the latest information from the DNR.

Chinese & Banded Mystery Snails are indeed an invasive species, and 
they’ve been present in Minnesota lakes for about a decade or so. It’s un-
known when they first appeared in Big Sandy, but they’ve been widespread 
in Wisconsin and in the Great Lakes for many years. More than 90 lakes 
in Minnesota report populations of the snails, and fully 40% of Wisconsin 
lakes with invasives report populations as well. According to the DNR, 
reports of them have become so common they’re “probably in more lakes 
in the state than not.”

As their name implies, Chinese Mystery Snails are native to Asia and
were first imported to San Francisco’s live food markets in the1890s. 
By 1911 a thriving population was discovered in San Francisco Bay, and eventually they spread to Boston, the Great 

Lakes and finally to inland waters. They compete with native snails for food, but because of their larger size and shell 
construction--including a hardened plate called a “trap door” on their foot--natural predators are unable to consume 
them. This same foot plate, which the snail has the ability to close, also helps to protect it from chemicals that might 
otherwise be used to control their population.

Their numbers in any body of water tend to cycle up and down, and there’s little doubt that their population on Big 
Sandy has been on the rise in recent years. In fact, when Chinese Mystery Snails are relatively new to a water system 
they tend to have a very high reproduction rate as they become established and seek to find a natural population bal-
ance. As their food source cycles as well, DNR officials think their numbers will also change, reflecting the availability of 
food and other environmental conditions in the lake. 

If you’ve noticed a rising level of water clarity in our lake the past year or two, this may be attributed--at least in part-
-to the snails. This same phenomenon is seen on lakes containing zebra mussels. Since all snails are filter feeders, CMSs 
pull nutrients from the water including particles that might otherwise contribute to higher levels of algae.  This same 
process of cleansing the water, however, may also promote increased weed growth.

Chinese & Banded Mystery Snails may be raked or collected from the lake bottom to control populations in limited areas, 
but disposal on land can be a smelly issue. And for the more adventurous, dining on CMSs is not recommended.

The DNR currently classifies Chinese & Banded Mystery Snails as an Invasive Aquatic Animal under its “Watch” cat-
egory...the lowest threat level determined by a panel of experts.  As we receive more information, we’ll be sure to pass 
it along.

AN UPDATE ON THE CHINESE 
& BANDED SNAILS

Photo from “Kemongsa science In Picture” 
Vol. 21, published by Kemongsa, 1993.

mark anderson

 Purple loosestrife - Two locations were identified on Big Sandy Lake in the late 
summer of 2008 as supporting large, well-developed populations of Purple Loose-
strife. The PLS plants were dense and many grew to over 6 feet tall. Populations of 
this size are not well suited to control by herbicide because of the expense associated 
with herbicide and the fact that a large volume of herbicide is required to treat such 
an area. These sites were marked for biocontrol efforts in 2009.
 In May of 2009 several thousand purple loosestrife beetles (Galerucella species) 
were transplanted from a site near Hibbing to the two locations. Water levels were 
down at the time of the beetle release and it appeared that they would do a fine job in controlling the PLS plants. 
An inspection later in the summer of 2009 confirmed that the beetles had caused tremendous damage to the 
plants. Few if any of the plants flowered in 2009 which, of course, prevented a seed crop from forming.
 First year success is no guarantee that PLS beetles will survive over winter and continue their biocontrol the 

Rounding up the e-“loose”-ive
Purple Loosestrife Photo from

www.davesgarden.com

... continued next page



Hearing Dates Set for Experimental Fish Regulations
The DNR has set hearing dates for the proposed experimental fishing regulations on Big Sandy. Under the proposal, 

there would be a 14-inch to 18-inch harvest slot for walleyes along with a 5-bag limit on sunfish for Big Sandy and con-
nected waters.

The hearings will take place on Friday, August 27 at the Hazelton Town Hall, 24248 U.S. Highway 169, from 6 P.M. to 
9 P.M., and in St. Paul on Wednesday, September 29, from 8 A.M. for 4:30 P.M. at the DNR Central Office located at 500 
Lafayette Road.

If you’re unable to attend these public meetings, written comments may be sent to Rick Bruesewitz, DNR Area Fisher-
ies Office, 1200 Minnesota Ave S, Aitkin, MN  56431, or via email to Rick.Bruesewitz@state.mn.us. Comments will be 
received until October 10.

Under the proposal, there would be a 14-inch to 18-inch harvest slot for walleyes and a 5-bag limit on sunfish for Big 
Sandy and connected waters.

next year. At many sites in northern Minnesota, in fact, 
PLS beetles do not survive the months from late sum-
mer until the following spring.
 The PLS sites on Big Sandy Lake were inspected the 
week of June 20 2010 to determine the extent of biocon-
trol for the second year. Fortunately, both sites showed 
evidence that an early spring generation of beetles had 
survived the winter and emerged to feed on the PLS 
plants. One of the sites had considerable plant damage 
while the other showed evidence of beetles but far less 
severe plant damage. Eggs and larvae beetles from the 
spring generation were seen on the plants which is a 
sure sign that further damage to PLS plants will con-
tinue this summer. 
 The Big Sandy site is on a list of annual inspection 
sites and will be monitored for several seasons in the 
future. Should additional beetles be needed they will be 
released as necessary until the PLS plants are no longer 
an invasive threat. 

Flowering rush
 The invasive plant Flowering Rush was discovered 
on Big Sandy Lake in 2008 at the same time PLS was 
discovered. Flowering Rush is a very difficult plant to 
control once it becomes established so concern arose 
over the report on Big Sandy. The plants that were 
discovered were removed by hand picking in 2008.
 In 2009 the same group who found the original 
Flowering Rush infestation returned to the site where 
the plants had been growing the previous year. They 
found three or four small plants at the site which 
were again hand- picked and removed from the lake. 
Extensive surveys by DNR invasive species program 
staff found no additional Flowering Rush sites in 2008 
or 2009.
 No surveys have yet been conducted in 2010. The 
DNR intend to survey Big Sandy Lake again at some 
point during the summer.

Loosestrife, cont.

As I have reported in past issues of our newsletter, we continue to pursue Star Lake status. The 
Star Lake program was passed into law in 2008 by the legislature. The purpose is to recognize and 
reward lakes that do an excellent job of promoting stewardship of their lake. The primary areas that 
must be addressed in the Lake Management Plan are water quality, invasive species, fishery and 
native vegetation.

In addition to being recognized for our outstanding efforts at protecting Big Sandy, Star Lake status 
may be a factor in future grants and other aid from all state agencies.

To update our Lake Management Plan, which is a statutory requirement, the board hired John 
Sumption, who was the Director of Environmental Services for Cass County prior to his recent re-
tirement. The board and a number of interested lake residents participated in a Visioning Workshop 
led by Mr. Sumption in July. In August, we will hold another session to develop the final Star Lake 
application.

We are making good progress and anticipate presenting our application to the Star Lake Board of 
Directors in the September/October time frame. As a Star Lake Director, I am confidant that the Big 
Sandy application and supporting documentation will be a strong contender thanks to the hard work of 
so many residents over many years. We will post our progress on our web site as we move forward.

Star Lakes and Rivers Update by John sturner



The Big Sandy Lake Association (BSLA) exists to ensure the enjoyable and safe use of the 
lake for a diversity of activities while helping to protect the water quality and shorelines for future generations.

Our Mission...

Greetings Big Sandy Lakers!
Thank you so much for the opportunity to speak at your annual meeting in June. I always enjoy myself and am always thor-

oughly impressed by the activities of your organization! I also appreciated receiving the comment letters regarding the regula-
tions. Your support is important in making this regulation work!

One thing that did crop up in the comments from a few of you was a desire to restart a stocking program. Since spawner abun-
dance is the primary factor affecting recruitment and if we had no potential for recruitment, then I too would consider it.

However, since our electrofishing assessment last year indicated plenty of juvenile walleye (decent numbers of young of year, 
high numbers of 1 year olds, and decent numbers of 2 year olds), I see no need to restart a stocking program that would likely 
not add to the population. Furthermore, we completed our summer assessment last month and the gill nets showed about the 
same thing. The total gill net catches increased to over 4 fish per net, with about ¾ of that from these younger fish.

This is a big step in the right direction! With the regulation in place by next spring, these young fish will be protected from 
harvest until they are 14 inches. Then the females will be harvested for about 2 years, after which they will be protected for 
about another decade, resuting in a very quick recovery of our spawners.

One more thing to consider regarding stocking is genetics. The fish in Sandy are split into two different types of stocks. One 
spawns along the lake shore, and the other spawns in tributaries. These fish likely spawn in the same areas every year, and 
are certainly the most “fit” to survive and spawn successfully in Sandy.  If I don’t have to, I won’t dilute this group of fish with 
fish from elsewhere. 

If at some point in the future, the spawning stock becomes too low, or there is very poor survival of the eggs or fry, then 
we will consider stocking to rebuild the stocks, and hope that they will be able to maintain themselves again.  This scenario is 
much more serious than simply overfishing, and can be prevented via good shoreland practices and watershed management. 
The Big Sandy watershed group is way ahead of the curve in this arena, so I am confident that we will never get there.

Another topic that I just touched on slightly at the summer meeting is your fishing in the next several years. Because of the 
slot limit regulation you will find yourself releasing more and more fish. As I described at the meeting, hooking mortality will 
be there, but will be way less than if anglers were keeping them all. 

In the first few years you may also catch very few that can be harvested. It is likely you will get frustrated because all of the 
fish you are catching appear to be 13.9 inches long!  This is caused by a combination of recycling (you just caught a fish that 
normally would have been harvested but was released by your neighbor), harvesting (your neighbor already harvested the 
one over 14 inches), and slower growth for really big year classes, which tend to be more susceptible to competition amongst 
themselves resulting in slight decreases in growth rates so they seem to take forever to grow up. Please try to be patient, and 
know that by the end of the summer, or by the next spring those fish will be ready to be harvested.

In the meantime, enjoy the rest of the summer and have fun catching some of those crappies too. Our trap nets indicated 
another strong year class of crappies that’s now about 10 inches long.

Open Letter to the BSLA Membership...

Take care,

Rick Bruesewitz
DNR Fisheries‐Aitkin

from davesgarden.com



BSLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Name	 Phone	 Email

John Pilney ........................ 768-2106 jppilney@aol.com

Brian Herbranson
Bill Reed  ..........................  426-0137 williammreed@yahoo.com

Neal Sampson.................... 426-4525 neals1@frontiernet.net 

Karen Tero ........................ 426-4072 marvandkaren@frontiernet.net

Jim Carlson, Liaison ............. 426-4256 carlsona@frontiernet.net

Bob Greifzu, Liaison ............  426-4055 mcragbag@hotmail.com

Jim Knoble, Liaison .............. 426-3867 jknoble@frontiernet.net

Mark Johnson, Liaison ... 612-219-8037 markjjohnson@q.com

Jim Krezowski, Pres. ................ 426-3194  krezco@frontiernet.net

John Sturner, V. Pres. ............... 426-5436 johnsturner@comcast.net

Dan Branson, Treas. ................ 426-4116 dbran1@citlink.net

Karen Trembley, Sec. ............... 426-4421 
John Merboth ........................ 426-3606 syljohn@frontiernet.net

Mark Anderson ............... 952-913-5891 halsteadcomm@aol.com

Dean Anderson ...................... 426-3516 mainmoose463@yahoo.com

Vern Awes ............................. 426-4170 vawes@frontiernet.net

Bruce Johnson ....................... 426-5221 bwj4@comcast.net

Jack Johnson ......................... 426-3768 leedda41@frontiernet.net

Name	 Phone	 Email

If you have questions, comments or concerns that you’d like to address to the Board of Directors, we’d love to 
hear from you. 

Members are encouraged to attend any of our monthly Board Meetings to address the Board directly. Meetings are 
held monthly (except December and February) at the Grace Lutheran Log Church on County Road 14. Most meetings 
are held the second Friday of the month and begin at 8:30AM with public comments taken around 10 A.M.

If you’d rather write, please address your comments to our website (www.bslassociation.org) or write us at P.O. 
Box 21, McGregor, MN 55760.

As this newsletter hits your hands the summer will for the most part be in the history 
books.  As of this writing I will say that it has been a quiet summer for us at the Aitkin 
County Sheriff’s Office – and quiet in terms of problems around Big Sandy.  I have said 
many times that to be effective at protecting and serving the public – we need your 
help.  And you have been very helpful in helping us keep you safe.  The many things 
that board members and others of BSLA have done over the years to assist us in that 
mission are greatly appreciated.
By now most of you have seen Aitkin County’s speed trailer set up on various roads around Big Sandy 
Lake.  Many times board members have volunteered to move and store that trailer when we could not.  
That goes a long ways towards promoting awareness and helps prevent problems.
The many “Neighborhood Watch” signs that have been purchased and placed in various neighborhoods 
over the last few years has sent a message to would-be-thieves and burglars. More importantly, the 
informal neighborhood-watch programs that have sprung up – getting to know your neighbors and 
reporting suspicious activity - have greatly enhanced the prevention that our patrol does in the area 
– both on the roads and on the lake.
So, how has all of this done to reduce crime around Big Sandy Lake?  Looking at the statistics over the 
last several years, apparently it works.  Looking at burglaries and thefts in the four townships around 
Big Sandy (Libby, Shamrock, Turner and Workman) here is how it stacks up:

   1998  2003  2009
Burglaries  73  34  17 
Thefts   22  17  12

As you can see the reduction has been significant and likely due to a number of reasons.  One of those 
reasons is you, the public that we serve.  And for that, we say, “Thank You.”  Keep up the good work 
everyone and have a very enjoyable rest of the summer!
As always, enjoy Aitkin County … Safely!

Aitkin	County	Sheriff	Scott	TurnerHelping Us Help You...

Questions?  Comments?  Concerns?  Contact Us.



Did You Know...?
By Robert O. Harder

Although we have written previous articles 
about the colorful 19th century Sandy Lake char-
acter, Bill Horn, we continue to get questions 
about him, along with two related issues--the 
Bill Horn/Bell Horn Bay naming “controversy” 
and how we got the “Big” in Big Sandy Lake.  
  To begin anew--By the 1870s, following the demise 
of the fur trade in the 1840s (the beaver hat went 
out of fashion in both Europe and North America), 
the Sandy Lake area very nearly reverted to a pri-
meval state, with only a few score Ojibway (dev-
astated by communicable diseases), mixed-bloods, 
and whites living around the lake. One of the lat-
ter, arriving sometime in the late 1870s-early 80s, 
was, according to my grandmother, Mamie Nelson 
(1879-1976), a “crazy old hermit” by the name of 
Bill Horn, who lived at the south end of the deep 
bay on the lake’s east side. The Indians were con-
vinced, she said, he was possessed of “very bad 
medicine” (an idea Horn probably promoted to pre-
vent drop-in visitors). Jim Murphy, another Sandy 
Lake old-timer and late 19th century logger--a man 
who knew Horn personally--said he was “a wicked 
old devil, and the injuns were scared to death of 
him,” never venturing near his place on what was 
called even during his lifetime, “Bill Horn’s Bay.”  
  Fortunately for Horn’s peace of mind, at least in 
the beginning, he had few potential neighbors to 
deal with. The U.S. 1870 Census listed just 178 
people for all of Aitkin County, though by the mid-
1880s the rapid influx of loggers and settlers had 
dramatically increased those numbers. During 
the early 1900s, hundreds of people were living 
on or near Sandy. By then, old Bill had vanished 
from the scene--this writer has never learned if 
he died quietly in his shack at the end of the bay 
or simply moved away in disgust due to the ever-
increasing “population pressure,” which was more 
and more brought about by the area’s excellent 
hunting and fishing. By the end of World War One, 
Twin City land developers had heard so much from 
sportsmen about Sandy’s outdoor attractions, 
they decided the area was ripe for exploitation.   
  In January, 1921, developer Hay-Knights of Min-
neapolis joined forces with Tingdale Realty (also of 
Minneapolis) and Marcus Nelson (my grandfather, a 
local dealer in land associated with Tingdale--they 
were brothers-in-law) and purchased a large chunk 
of property between the north end of Bill Horn’s Bay 
and the Prairie River. One of their first considerations, 
aside from the initial surveying and platting, revolved 
around what they perceived as the lake’s rather 
“plain” name. It was thought to be too “common,” 
as well as potentially confusing among prospective 
buyers regards what the developers felt could be 

“confusion with all the other many Sandy lakes in 
the state.”  Also, the name as it stood simply did not 
seem “grand enough” for their ambitious project. The 
upshot of all this resulted in the developers unilater-
ally re-naming the body, “Big Sandy Lake.” The new 
name was apparently accepted without local com-
plaint, possibly even welcomed (no public officials 
appeared to object either). Thus, “Big Sandy Lake” 
it became, and “Big Sandy Lake” it always will be.  
  In the spring of 1921, Hay-Knights released their 
first promotional brochure and plat map (see illustra-
tion), offering lots (mostly 50’ to 60’ wide) for sale 
on what they termed “Big Sandy Lake HIghlands,” 
located on the east side of the lake along what is now 
Ridge Road and County 14 just north of the Prairie 
River Bridge. This is believed to be the first platted 
development on the lake. As far as this writer can 
determine, both the names “Big Sandy Lake” and 
“Bill Horn Bay” appear in print for the first time on this 
brochure. As it happened, however, something odd 
occurred on the second printing of this and all subse-
quent promotional brochures--Bill Horn Bay somehow 
became Bell Horn Bay.  It is this writer’s conjecture, 
based on considerable research into the matter, that 
the change was likely an accident, most probably a 
printer’s error on the second brochure whereby the 
“i” was inadvertently changed to an “e.” 

It then seems, what with the rapidly growing vol-
ume of various types of related sales materials that 
also carried the same mistake, it was too expensive 
and too much trouble to throw all that newly printed 
promo material away over such a small mistake. 

It is also possible the developers discovered the 
mistaken term “Bell Horn” was euphonious, i.e. it 
had pleasing ear appeal, which further hindered 
any inclination to make the expensive corrections.  
And so it is today we are “stuck” with the nonsensical 
name, Bell Horn Bay.  From time to time, it is sug-
gested we go back to the original Bill Horn Bay name, 
but the fact is we face the same problem as did the 
Hay-Knights folks ninety years ago, actually even 
more so, in that we have been calling it Bell Horn Bay 
for so long it would be very hard (and expensive) to 
now mandate a return to the original name. And, in 
the end, it really doesn’t matter--yet another quirky 
story we can add to the rich cultural, historical, and 
human history of our BIG SANDY LAKE.



As a part of our effort to control the spread of invasive species to Big Sandy, your lake association has worked with 
the DNR since 2006  to hire watercraft inspectors at key launch sites during the busy summer months.  Inspections are 
also underway this year at rolling launch sites including those on Hwy 65 (Pier 65), Trader’s Post (off 520th) and the 
Corp of Engineers dam.

This past year a total of 455 hours were contracted from May 
9 through September 8 at Big Sandy accesses and during that 
time a total of 470 inspections were completed.  The inspection 
process includes a six question survey and a walk-around of the 
watercraft to demonstrate where boat owners should look for 
invasive hitchhikers.

Of the 470 inspections completed, 19 boaters were found to 
have come from a body of water infested with Zebra Mussels.  The 
majority of these boaters had recently been on Mille Lacs or on the 
Mississippi or St. Croix Rivers.  Six boats were also found to have 
attached vegetation--two prior to launch.

Survey results indicated that nearly 5% of those boaters contact-
ed were not familiar with invasive species.  While it’s encouraging 
that 95% are familiar with invasives and the problems associated 
with them, it only takes a single exposure to infest our lake.   That’s 
why it’s so important that we continue to educate members and 
visitors alike about invasive species and the threat they pose to our lake and throughout the state.

Inspections on other state waters show how difficult it can be to control the spread of invasive species.  A recent news 
article in the Star Tribune reported that only 50% of boaters contacted knew that state law now requires them to drain 
boats when leaving infested waters.  As of July 1 it is now illegal to transport a boat without removing the drain plug 
and without opening water-draining devices (including live wells, bilge pumps and impellors).  Also, if you want to keep 
live bait when leaving infested waters, you must replace water in bait containers with tap or spring water.  Unwanted 
bait should be disposed of in the trash.

These measures may seem extreme, but some invasives are not visible to the naked eye and the consequences can 
be very serious.  It was reported this past month, that Zebra Mussels have now been found in Lake Minnetonka, the 
state’s busiest lake.

This latest setback to stop the spread of Zebra Mussels demonstrates the enormous challenge faced by the state and 
by lakes around the state.  An education and inspection program continues on Big Sandy again this summer, and all lake 
users are urged to follow guidelines issued by the DNR when transporting or launching any watercraft.

2009 Watercraft Inspection Summary
by mark anderson
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 The BSLA would like to send a big “THANK YOU!” shout out to The Big Sand Bar for offering us the use 
of their dining area for our Annual Meeting in June.  And another thank you goes to all of the great guest 
speakers for taking the time out of their weekend to share their interesting information and for the visual 
aids they provided.  We also greatly appreciate all of our BSLA members who attended the meeting and 
gave us input. 
 Sheriff Turner’s great article in the last newsletter was all about sharing the lake and being tolerant of 
the ways in which others want to use it.  Please remember that skiers, wave runners and speed boats 
should keep a good distance from and be considerate of fisherman. Of course, the fisherman (and women) 
should respect the rights of others to use the lake for recreation other than fishing.  Big Sandy IS a big 
lake and there is plenty of room for everyone to enjoy themselves while being respectful of others. 
 We hope to see you all at the BSLA booth during Wild Rice Days in downtown McGregor!  Stop by and 
purchase a couple of BSLA logo items for yourselves and/or for gifts and say “hi” to the BSLA members 
working there.  We have a lot of new items to offer this year. 
 We hope you all have a wonderful and safe Labor Day weekend and that you’ll enjoy a beautiful 
fall season at Big Sandy Lake.
 

Editor’s Notes                                                             bruce Johnson

ON THE 

WEB...
www.BSLassociation.org

Up-Coming EvEntS  and  arEa information
Wild rice days  •  Hwy Clean-up  •  foundation fundraiser & more

You can find updates, copies of newsletter articles, coming events and area information, 
as well as the minutes of the monthly board meetings.


